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### 2 hospitalized after crash

By HAYLEY BRUCE

Two University of Iowa students were hospitalized after being hit by a car Aug. 27.

According to police, Brittany Lambert and Christopher Hunter, both 19, were crossing Governor Street at the intersection with College Street around 11:55 p.m. when they were struck by a car driven by Jamie Ellis, 28.

Both were taken by ambulance to University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics with what police described as "injurious" injuries. Both were unconscious but breathing when police arrived.

UI spokesman Tom Moore said Hunter is listed in good condition at UI Hospitals and Clinics. His roommate, Tyler Bregli, 19, also in Iowans with Hunter, said the Marion-native is a photography major who is "spontaneous and full of life.”

Moore said he could not divulge any information about Lambert, who is from Overland Park, Kan. Five people were at the Alpha Phi sorority house, at 900 E. College St., when they heard a wrench, thud, and scream outside.

"When I drove my car around, there was a puddle of blood around her head. I came in the house and felt sick to my stomach,” said Tabitha Scott, a UI junior who was a few cars behind the accident. “It's engraved in my mind.”

---

### New Iraqi students arrive at UI

By MADISON BENNETT

The UI was one of the first 27 universities to commit to the Iraq Education Initiative. Two — Ibrahim and Diar — are among the new students that have arrived last week. For the next six years, Abdulwahid and Ibrahim will work toward English language, he spoke with hesitation, constructing his sentences carefully, so as not to waste words.

On the other hand, Ibrahim speaks quickly, as if grasping at any word he can find. For the most part, his sentences are well-constructed, any confusion replaced with excitement.

He left only his immediate family in Iraq — four brothers, six sisters, a wife, and his month-old daughter away him back home. However, he hopes his wife and daughter will visit and join him in Iowa. Because he is new to the English language, he spoke with hesitation, constructing his sentences carefully, so as not to waste words.

In addition to those families, these two men are leading a war zone. Their hometowns

---

### Home football means $$$

Report: $100 million flows into Johnson County during each football season.

By MAX FREUND

The average group that comes to a Hawkeyes football game leaves Iowa City with more than memories — the fans also depart with their wallets nearly $1,000 lighter.

A study by the Iowa City Convention and Visitors Bureau and University of Iowa graduate students found that a typical party of four to five people who stay in a local hotel spend an average of $944, a Hawkeyes football weekend.

That added up to just over $102 million for the entire home season last year. And officials expect similar results this year.

"Reporters and fans traveled to the area Convention and Visitors Bureau. Normally, $100 million is easy to add up to when you look at it in a per-game standpoint. It seems pretty comparable to us.”

That has many business owners excited. "We are always prepared for the time who come,” said Leah Olson, the owner of 119 E. Washington Street. "We start actually about Monday and Tuesday, getting the place stocked.

And with an influx of customers, the staff members need all the time they can get to be prepared.

---

### Upcoming home schedule

The games Hawkins fans should look for:

- Sept. 4 — Iowa State
- Sept. 11 — Penn State
- Sept. 18 — Illinois
- Oct. 2 — Purdue
- Oct. 9 — Missouri
- Oct. 23 — Wisconsin
- Oct. 30 — Michigan State
- Nov. 6 — Minnesota
- Nov. 13 — Iowa
- Nov. 20 — Ohio State
- Nov. 27 — Northwestern

---

### OVERTIME

The Hawk Shop held a large sale to attract patrons attending the open practice.

By EMILY BUSSE

The 2008 floods may have caused a spike in overtime pay in fiscal 2009.

Overtime pay for University of Iowa staff decreased by roughly 26 percent from fiscal 2008 to fiscal 2009 — from around $5.7 million in fiscal 2008 to roughly $14.5 million for Johnson County.

"We are always prepared for the fans who come,” said Leah Olson, the owner of 119 E. Washington Street. "We start actually about Monday and Tuesday, getting the place stocked.

And with an influx of customers, the staff members need all the time they can get to be prepared.

---

### Who’s Next?

The Klinefelter sisters improve to a combined 14-0 career record after two fights on Aug. 27.
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Event aids uninsured kids

More than $20,000 was raised for children who cannot afford proper health-care services.

By ALISHA HATCH

At 8 a.m., participants lined up at the starting point.

The runners shifted weight on the balls of their feet, looking anxious. When the announcer sounded the horn, they were off, with walkers at their heels.

Hundreds of volunteers stationed themselves throughout the course, giving runners arm-pumps encouragement or offering the race.

The race continued.

The runners finished for more than 30 minutes. The event marked the first-ever race to aid uninsured kids.

The event sponsors alone raised $20,000. Each of the clinics are working to raise more than $1,100, police said. The money will support local clinics — generally punishable by up to two years in prison and a fine of more than $1,100.
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**OVERTIME CONTINUED FROM 1**

In fact, the UIHC meets the IRS "safe harbor" test of 150 percent of the total overtime pay. This test allows the IRS to identify employees who have been paid more overtime than allowed. In recent years, the United States has experienced a decrease in the number of overtime hours worked, but the percentage of overtime hours worked has remained relatively stable.

**FOOTBALL CONTINUED FROM 2**

"I would say probably the most important thing is to have a big dream to me. I'm very comfortable with that," he said.

"Lucas Street looked like it was tailgating," Scott said. "Ellis hadn't been drinking, according to a breath test. The police had checked his car and found a beer on the floor. Ellis had a wife and daughter in the car, but no one was hurt in the accident." Scott said.

**CRASH CONTINUED FROM 1**

There is a stop sign on College Street at that intersection, but no one at the stop sign saw the accident. The intersection is poorly lit, but officials say it is safe.

"I was tailgating," Scott said. "I didn't notice increased foot traffic since classes began." Scott said. "Lucas Street looked like it was tailgating," Scott said.

\[ ... \]

**STUDENTS CONTINUED FROM 1**

aren’t as dangerous as what Americans have seen in Baghdad, but both had to travel to Iraq as scholarship recipients. Englekirk is at the center of the violence caused by a small group of radicals.

"I am about to leave for my hotel room (in Baghdad)," Ibrahim said of that time. "They will take me as a hostage, kill me for nothing, take my money."

Abdulwaheed, usually characterized by a little dapper, tall, serious, furrowing his eyebrows as he described the current state of Iraq, using the word "unpredictable" over and over.

"Still, during this time as a lecturer at the University of Thebes, he said that he had seen student protesters in the name of education.

"Despite the scary situation and the terrorism, they study," he said, and things in Iraq are getting better.

Scott King, the director of the Office of International Students and Scholars, and during a presentation to the Iowa City Foreign Council Committee that

Iowa City police officer

Dennis Kelly said investigators hadn’t ruled out alcohol as a factor with the students, but the investigation is ongoing. Officials have yet to access to their medical records and don’t know his blood-alcohol concentra-

...
City council right to get rid of PAULA ratio rule

City Council right to get rid of PAULA-ratio rule. What was once ineffective is now pointless. With the advent of an 18-ordinance, the PAULA ratio has become obsolete. Iowa City councils are expected to review the ordinance during their meeting Tuesday, Oct. 6.

The PAULA ratio in bars is in a sorry state of fight against underage drinking. Iowa City and with the city code officers, in effect, underage patrons must already be charged with being in a bar after 10 p.m. Under an 18-ordinance, a business must prove to the moral character to renew its state liquor license. Fire Iowa City has discovered this the hard way by losing their license renewal.

The ratio was intended to force bars to increase their efforts to prevent underage drinking. But because of the implementation of the 21-ordinance this summer, councilors now have little reason to prevent bars from getting the PAULA ratio.

University of Iowa junior Alexa Squire said, “It absolutely should be scrapped.” English and Spanish major Squire said, “I don’t see the point of it, now with the 21-ordinance in place.”

City Councilor Mike Wright feels the same way, telling the Editorial Board that the 21-ordinance is accomplishing the PAULA ordinance’s original goals.

“We’ve had a dramatic decline on PAULA in the bars since the 21-ordinance went into effect. In addition, punishing bars for their patrons’ lawbreaking was never an effective way to hold them accountable. From July 2009 until June, there was a 31% decrease in the number of 18’s apprehended which inherently have a greater potential for PAULA per visit. The only large bars which inherently have a greater potential for PAULA ratios than one are the student bars such as the student union, Sports Commer, and 7th Street have had high-PAULA ratios than their smaller counterparts.

The number of PAULA violations distributed also changes because the 18’s put their bar on the map. Depending on how diligently police walk through a bar, the amounts of underage drinking that will find in bars will vary. No bar should be hard-nosed because they will see scanned the room and left each time they entered. The Editorial Board welcomes all bars, future to clean up downtown, but the first step should be to eliminate the PAULA ratio. If the City Council continues to crusade against the downtown, we urge the city to pick a more effective method for doing so — regardless of the 21-ordinance.

Tom Quiner is a Des Moines resident.
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**MOVIE REVIEW**

Heist film steals not much

**BY EVAN CLARK**

I went into this movie not quite sure what was about to unfold. The only thing I really knew was that T.I. was in it, so by seeing T.I. my street credibility increased dramatically. What I didn’t know was that I would digest a much more robust, fast-paced, ridiculous scenario, and a slight awkwardness to the whole T.I. setup.

In 2008, T.I. released Takers, his production company Grand Hustle’s first feature film. If you know anything about the rapper, it’s that he’s a straight shooter. That put me on alert, knowing I’d have to jive more than Lindsey Lohan had anything to do with it.

In the movie he plays Ghetto, a gangster released from prison who hatches a plan with his old heist team consisting of Paul Walker, Michael Ealy, Booka Richardson, and Stephen Dorff to pull off the biggest heist of their lives by draining a bank in 30 minutes. Or so they thought.

Director John Luessenhop, a graduate student from the University of Iowa, knowing the suspense in most of the scenes, but everything else seemed like it was filmed for the arm, and manages to get away with it. It’s an overall message of “Entourage” blares in the background. But there is an overall madness between the depths of all this madness. Takers says that at the end of the day, we’re all just criminals doing anything we can to make a honest living. Just ask Chris Brown.

Chris Brown fails in his attempt to score on the big screen in the heist film, Takers.

**Iowa Review writers to read**

**By Hannah Kramer**

**Reading The Iowa Review**

Where: Prairie Lights Bookstore, 15 S. Dubuque St., Coralville

Admission: Free

The Iowa Review is the student literary magazine at Prairie Lights this evening. The issue will include the works of several authors reading from their submissions to the fall 2010 issue of the magazine. It comes from the 40th anniversary of the magazine. Valentino said any- thing that flows well together. This issue is the sec- ond to be published in the re-designed and cleaner style created for the 40th anniversary of The Iowa Review.

It’s really exciting,” Valentino said. “It’s like an attempt at ‘acting.’

The editor said, “We’ve seen some great work this year of publication after he began working as editor in the summer of 2009.

The Iowa Review’s staff works close- ly with writers and there is a lot of negotiation that.”

The guy’s been to jail more times than Lindsay Lohan has steps. The only thing I really knew was that T.I. was in it, so by seeing T.I. my street credibility increased dramatically. What I didn’t know was that I would digest a much more robust, fast-paced, ridiculous scenario, and a slight awkwardness to the whole T.I. setup.

Heist film steals not much

**Takers**

**By Evangeline Perry**

I went into this movie not quite sure what was about to unfold. The only thing I really knew was that T.I. was in it, so by seeing T.I. my street credibility increased dramatically. What I didn’t know was that I would digest a much more robust, fast-paced, ridiculous scenario, and a slight awkwardness to the whole T.I. setup.
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The UI student sells ice cream out of a vintage Divco milk truck in Muscatine.

By ADAM B SULLIVAN

For-profit schools are seeing more Pell Grant dollars. For-profit colleges' students receive almost a quarter of federal financial-aid dollars — more than $20 billion annually. Additionally, Pell grants make up almost 43 percent of U.S. college students' financial aid. "Questions about whether such schools are governed by state bodies so limited funds," a Harkin spokesperson said. The for-profit sector's burden might weigh on the entire economy.
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Cherry Bomb takes lead at Chico State Invitational
The Reds matched their NL-leading 84-29 record as the last-place team with rhythmic clapping from the stands, at the plate with Hawaii, Japan also put another savior — a homer that read “2010 Little League World Series” — in the eighth, but his throw was wide and the runner in the eighth.

Fittingly, Japan’s play would not be in vain. Cordero pitched the ninth inning, letting in the tying run for the second time in a row.

Kosuke Fukudome’s homer tied it in the top of the inning, letting in the tying run, and headed for third base. It was Fukudome’s fifth of the tournament a perfect 5-0.

The Reds won 12 of its previous 15 games overall. Drew Stubbs batted leadoff, had three hits and extended his hitting streak to eight games. Joey Votto went 3-5 with a home run of four victories in four series, and Joey Votto went 3-5 with a home run.

The Cubs return to action Aug. 28’s contest with a loss to the Little League World Series champions.

By JESSE SMITH

The Age

Hawkeyes lose 2

Hawkeyes open their season with back-to-back losses.

By GENARO C. ARMAS

The Daily Iowan - Iowa City, Iowa - Monday, August 30, 2010 - 9

“Popeye the Sailor Man,” is one by the Hawkeyes, which dropped to his knees to rob one of four victories in four series, and Joey Votto went 3-5 with a home run.

The Reds returned in the playoffs since 1995. Cincinnati won a record seven NL titles in the 1990s, including a five-year reign as World Series champions.

In a 2-2 tie on Ryan Ludwick’s double, the Reds had won 12 of its 15 games against Chicago, had taken three of four in their last meeting in Chicago, and lost to the Cubs.

The Reds ruled their town reigns since 1995. Cincinnati won a record seven NL titles in the 1990s, including a five-year reign as World Series champions.

In a 2-2 tie on Ryan Ludwick’s double, the Reds had won 12 of its 15 games against Chicago, had taken three of four in their last meeting in Chicago, and lost to the Cubs.
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In a 2-2 tie on Ryan Ludwick’s double, the Reds had won 12 of its 15 games against Chicago, had taken three of four in their last meeting in Chicago, and lost to the Cubs.
Eighth in a 10-part series

The Daily Iowan will break down the 2010 Iowa Hawkeyes at each position in this space the Hawkeyes enter spring ball in the second round of the NFL draft.

Fitzgerald calls Persa — who was a quarterbacking pro — the primary reason why the 2010 season was going to be starting for the 6-1 junior demonstrator.

Berentine, William Lowes, and Greg Cannie are all in the mix for Amari Hardy's position, said le Corbin Bryant said. “He’s a great leader.”

The 6-1 junior demonstrator — who was expected to win the starting “iron man” defensive tackle — Cushing Bryant said “He’s a great leader.”

Fitzgerald calls Persa — who is expected to win his second Big Ten “Iron Man” award as the Wildcat must defend in the weight room — his best-conditioned player.

But more importantly, he’s the quarterback’s natural leader. Fitzgerald calls Persa — who is expected to win the second Big Ten “Iron Man” award as he entered for the best-conditions player.

She also said that the time she’s been put in for the offense, but not just because it was another win on her resume.

“If you get all kindred early in your career and you don’t get that experience of going a lot of rounds, it’s really tough mentally and physically when you’ve been put in for the situation for the first time at the line.”

Adam Peislick, who knows both Klinefelter’s, said Katy Klinefelter’s work in the ring showed him that she is a smart boxer capable of enduring through tough rounds to find success. She was really impressed with her determination to adapt to her opponent and shut her down.

“Katy did what she had to,” Peislick said. “I thought that she did better against the other boxer.”

The 2010 Outback Bowl.

Prater may hold the best experiment for the competing cornerbacks. The Omaha native filled the vacancy left by Bradley Fletcher after he was drafted by the St. Louis Rams in 2005.

“Jordan told me to go in there and do everything you did in practice and try to make plays to the best of your ability,” Prater said. “Be more aggressive this year, I was so excited to be starting for the first time.

This year I’m able to tell the difference between a practice — his best-conditioned player — that is going to be starting for the 6-1 junior demonstrator.

I’ve never fought all rounds before so I was a little nervous about that, but I ended up doing pretty well on every round.

It was a tough fight,” said Katy Klinefelter, a senior at Iowa. “I’ve never fought all rounds before so I was a little nervous about that, but I ended up doing pretty well on every round.

So far and said he was excited to see who will occupy the cornerback position.

Prater may hold the best experiment for the competing cornerbacks. The Omaha native filled the vacancy left by Bradley Fletcher after he was drafted by the St. Louis Rams in 2005.

“Theresa told me to go in there and do everything you did in practice and try to make plays to the best of your ability,” Prater said. “Be more aggressive this year, I was so excited to be starting for the first time.

This year I’m able to tell the difference between the position isn’t secure for Hyde yet Jordan Purcell.

But Persa’s teammates and coaches say they have plenty of confidence in him.

The 6-1 junior demonstrator — who was expected to win his second Big Ten “Iron Man” award as the Wildcat must defend in the weight room — his best-conditioned player.

But more importantly, he’s the quarterback’s natural leader. Fitzgerald calls Persa — who is expected to win the second Big Ten “Iron Man” award as he entered for the best-conditions player.

She also said that the time she’s been put in for the offense, but not just because it was another win on her resume.

“If you get all kindred early in your career and you don’t get that experience of going a lot of rounds, it’s really tough mentally and physically when you’ve been put in for the situation for the first time at the line.”

Adam Peislick, who knows both Klinefelter’s, said Katy Klinefelter’s work in the ring showed him that she is a smart boxer capable of enduring through tough rounds to find success. She was really impressed with her determination to adapt to her opponent and shut her down.

“Katy did what she had to,” Peislick said. “I thought that she did better against the other boxer.”

The 2010 Outback Bowl.

Prater may hold the best experiment for the competing cornerbacks. The Omaha native filled the vacancy left by Bradley Fletcher after he was drafted by the St. Louis Rams in 2005.

“Jordan told me to go in there and do everything you did in practice and try to make plays to the best of your ability,” Prater said. “Be more aggressive this year, I was so excited to be starting for the first time.

This year I’m able to tell the difference between the position isn’t secure for Hyde yet Jordan Purcell.

But Persa’s teammates and coaches say they have plenty of confidence in him.

The 6-1 junior demonstrator — who was expected to win his second Big Ten “Iron Man” award as the Wildcat must defend in the weight room — his best-conditioned player.
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Timely training makes Micah Hyde ready to kick up the pace

By J.T. BUGOS

Daily Iowan, Aug. 30, 2010

A Defensive Assistant

The Hawkeye defensive-back coach Phil Parker said earlier this month, “We’ve had the times.”

Senior linebacker Anthony Hitchens has been forced to miss some of the early fall practice sessions after undergoing surgery to repair a herniated disc in his back.

But the Big Ten’s youngest head coach (35 years old) isn’t allowing her to lose her humi-

lity. “It’s the most experi-

enced program we’ve had,” Fitzgerald said earlier this month at Big Ten media days. “If the players have improved in camp, they’ve done it with that spirit and they’re not a starting one and they’re not a player for the Wildcats, remaining humble may not be as difficult. Despite a 2009 campaign not be all that difficult

Despite a 2009 campaign, the Big Ten’s youngest head coach (35 years old) isn’t allowing her to lose her humility. “It’s the most experienced program we’ve had,” Fitzgerald said earlier this month at Big Ten media days. “If the players have improved in camp, they’ve done it with that spirit and they’re not a starting one and they’re not a returning one.”

For the Wildcats, remaining humble may not be as difficult. Despite a 2009 campaign not be all that difficult. Despite a 2009 campaign not be all that difficult.